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Abstract 
 

This paper examines how future security challenges can be best parsed or examined, 

namely done most notably here through the lens of the rapidly growing and increasingly 

important domain of Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR).  

 

Including further-ranging target acquisition and command, control, communications 

and computers (C4), as well as cyber (C5), considerations - extending ISR into ISTAR 

and C4ISR/C5ISR enterprises - this paper further evaluates how at its broadest ISR 

performs the ever-significant role of a federation/system of systems agent of and for 

change in defence, security and military realms, with its impact even extending to 

relating to contemporary world politics more widely. These are endeavours expressed 

both directly to more indirectly on and from powerful bases, with implications for both 

hard and soft power.  

 

Demonstrating the centrality of ISR when considering future security challenges, as the 

US Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Joint Forces 

2020 White Paper of September 2014 noted: ‘For our current and future forces, [ISR] 

plays an even greater role, not only in how we maintain situational awareness but in 
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how we conduct operations and employ our forces against the adversary.’ While argued 

elsewhere, with suitable caveats in place: ‘If the performance of forces is dramatically 

enhanced by such systems [ISR and other key functions], it follows that degrading them 

can provide important military advantages…’ US Army General Martin Dempsey, 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has ultimately declared that, at least in America, 

and with simultaneous relevance to further afield multi-national and allied realms, such 

as to the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO): ‘[W]e must share a common 

vision and sacrifice proprietary systems for a more powerful collective capability… 

Doing so will … ensure our ISR capabilities respond to the challenges of 2020 and 

beyond.’ 

 

Starting with an overview consisting of an answer to the question of ‘What is ISR?’, this 

paper continues with a examination of ‘Federation/System of Systems (SoS) and ISR’, 

followed by a review of ‘ISR Challenges’, some insights into ‘ISR Future Directions’, 

and finishing with some overall ‘Conclusions’. The paper underscores that 

unsurprisingly ‘agility’ and ‘interoperability’ remain strong watchwords, sustained 

while going forward into rapidly approaching and diversifying, disrupted futures. 

 

In its conclusions, this paper observes that the domain of ISR, together with all of its 

ever expanding and extended dimensions, remains firmly an agent of and for change (as 

introduced above), and not only for the United States. Particularly, this is as there are 

greater movements manifested both structurally and culturally away from merely TPED 

(tasking, processing, exploitation, and dissemination) activities to more of ‘a high-tech 

intelligence enterprise’ enacted at computer-speeds in realtime.  

 

The implications of this shift to more enterprise thinking, closely involving IT-enterprise 

and areas such as business process management trends, continue to be experienced and 

encountered by several different stakeholders across many different operational- to 

battlespaces, ranging from war to peace. These implications require their better 

understanding, including that understanding being further and constantly advanced 

both in theory and more practically in the Military Sciences. 
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